0
control of variant call sets has been a crucial step in the past large scale projects [3, 4] . More 1 1 1 1 
7
The strategy to determine optimal p-value cutoff. Within the allele frequency range where 8 the HWE test is informative, we can determine the optimal p-value cutoff. We take the difference 
4
Text Box 1
Best practice recommendation for the QC procedure:
• Apply joint calling and genotyping across all samples (see Methods). (For variant callers which already make use of HWE information, we recommend keeping all sites and HWE p-value in the annotation as input of QC);
• Subset samples by population and in each population, apply the exact test of
Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium at each variant site;
• Take a subset of samples from each population with shared samples in gold standard dataset (e.g. SNP array), recalculate HWE p-value for the subset of samples in each population, and identify true positive and false positive sites (see Discussion for the choice of golden data sets, and for cases when golden data set is not available);
• Based on the sample size in population i, find the limit allele frequency f 
1

Discussion
2
The effectiveness of HWE test for detecting sequencing artifacts in large sequencing cohorts is 1 7
imputation and phasing may cluster in recombination hot spots regions in the genome. Since 1 these regional or loci-specific filters are generally independent of the allele frequency of variant 2 sites, they provide an orthogonal diagnosis to identify part of the rare false positive sites.
3
Furthermore, per sample coverage information, when available, may also provide independent 4 information to filter rare false positives with insufficient read depth at sample level. Improving the 5 genotyping accuracy in the low coverage variant calling by making use of position specific 6 genotype likelihood prior in a known population also helps to reduce the false positive rate.
7
Besides, sample level quality control can be useful to identify rare false positives contributed by 8 some outlying samples with extremely low or high coverage, or sequencing mishaps. Ultimately,
9
given the sample size, increasing the sequencing coverage is still the most effective way to 1 0 reduce the false positive calls in the rare end of site frequency spectrum.
1 1 1 2
Conclusions
3
As the sequencing sample size continues to grow in the high throughput sequencing era, more 1 4 rare variants are being discovered and quality control procedure to effectively remove the rare 1 5
false positives is becoming increasingly important. Using the whole genome sequencing variant 1 6
call set with more than 5000 samples, we revealed the limited power of exact test of HWE in 1 7
filtering the rare false positive variant sites with allele frequency less than 1%. . 
